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Educator for 23+ years 
Former Director of Innovation 

7-time Author 
Future Ready Schools 

National Faculty member 
K12Leaders Founder
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important?
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Why change 
and take a risk 

when we’ve 
been 

successful?



Ed Catmull 
President  
of Pixar





RISKFEAR
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Charlie Parker - booed off 
stage







Game of thrones





Risks
not all 

are 
successful



ZEPPELINS 



Edsel 

Photo courtesy: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:New_Coke_can.jpg

EDSEL 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:New_Coke_can.jpg


APPLE’S LISA
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PEPSI CLEARNEW COKE
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Milli Vanilli
MILLI VANILLI





Risk Failure
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Share a time 
you took a risk 

and failed
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CreativityFEAR



6 Barriers to Creativity

#1 
Discomfort with  

the unknown





6 Barriers to Creativity

#2 
Treating  

“not knowing”  as a  
permanent condition





6 Barriers to Creativity

#3 
Risking exposure and 

being judged



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKjxFJfcrcA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKjxFJfcrcA


6 Barriers to Creativity

#4 
Demanding perfection 

from yourself





6 Barriers to Creativity

#5 
Treating  
failure  

as wasted time



6 Barriers to Creativity

#6 
Fear of having 

your idea rejected



Risk

Rejection
@mrhooker









•Discomfort with the unknown 
•Treating “not knowing” as a permanent condition 
•Risking exposure, risking being judged 
•Demanding perfection from yourself 
•Treating failure as “wasted time” 
•Fear of rejection

Discomfort
not knowing

Risking judged
perfection

failure

Creativity6 Barriers to Creativity

rejection



Discomfort not knowing
Risking judged

perfectionfailure

Creativity6 Barriers to Creativity

rejection





15 second Distressing Technique

STAND UP

Dr. Yeltsa Kcir





15 second Distressing Technique

Dr. Yeltsa Kcir

Rick Astley
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Mistakes Experiments Practices

You got lucky and 
succeeded despite 

your mistakes.

You failed as a 
result of your 

mistakes and effort.

You tried something 
new that worked and 

learned from it. 

You tried something 
new that didn’t work 

and you learned from it.

You tried something 
new and practiced it 
over and over again 
until it turned into a 

success. 

You practiced but failed 
due to bad luck.



You are welcome to visit my 
room.  We are rocking it!

You can come in, but know we are 
trying something new and it might fail.

Nothing to see here. Move along.











Is someone out 
there ready to 
take a RISK?







Students won’t 
take risks, if 

teachers don’t 
take risks.

Teachers won’t 
take risks, if 
leaders don’t 

take risks.



DMC A
pproved
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